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 More than a Garden: Balm for the Soul, Glue for the Family. 
An interesting look at the non-plant aspects of a garden -- why plants fascinate 
people, how contact with them can relieve stress, what can be included in a 
garden to build family unity, and how community gardening ideals have shaped 
the face of America. 
 
I. Plants fascinate people 
 A. Magic 
  1) Seed to tree  
   Who has a plant they can't/won't dispose of? 
   10,000 year old lupine seed germinated 
   Mullein 150 years 
   Explorers seeking plants; plantain 
  2) Shamans' and healers' uses of plants  
   Native Americans specialized 
  3) Death and rebirth: winter to spring  
   Many need to see four seasons; snowbirds fly back for April 
   Each year we're not sure it will come; shared anticipation 
   What instance of garden magic captures your fancy or awe?  
   "I think it is totally delightful/mystical that  
   _______________________________________." 
 
 B. The psychological link between plants and escapes, retreats 
  1) Run away from the Black Plague, from TB, from today's stress 
  2) Business and church retreats  
   Engender comradeship and new outlook 
   Insulation from wrong influence 
  3) Everyday links to simpler, more secure time of life  
   Children's stories full of gardens and plants 
   Individuals' memories full of people in gardens 
   Name a children's story, fable or song that features a garden  
   __________________________________________________ 
 
 
   In the gardens I knew as a child,  
   __________________________________________________ 
   is something I remember so well that I can still 
   see/hear/smell /feel it. 
 
 
 C) In a world full of stress, plants are no threat 
  1) They don't talk back  
   But we -- even silent types -- talk to them 
   Do you talk to plants? 
 
  2) They respond in straightforward ways  
   Plants that need us -- impatiens 
   No "system error" and unfathomable screen freezes 
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  3) Common sense works  
   Who looks under a car hood with any hope, any more? 
   Janet and Steven realized that the "new bug" bothering their  
   mint and oregano was really the same bug they already  
   knew, in its young, wingless state. (Fourlined plant bug.)  
   Have you had an ah-ha moment or developed a successful  
   routine in dealing with a plant problem? It was __________ 
   _________________________________________________. 
 
 
 D) Plants just make us feel good 
  1) Beautiful consequences  
   But we aren't all Martha Stewart 
   You plant, neighbors plant. 
   What plants or landscape patterns have spread in  
   your neighborhood? 
 
 
  2) Exercise for every muscle  
   Will enthusiasm hold out until your back builds up? 
   People at gym, gardener could offer them work-out! 
   Just don't over-do. Gradual start, stretches, ergo-tools 
 
 
 
 
II. Gardening as stress relief 
 A. Proven physical effects 
  1) Faster hospital recovery and less medication 
  2) Calming effect: 10 minutes viewing greenery lowers heart rate 
   Prisons, mental hospitals, schools 
   Businesses take shelter behind plants from irate people 
  3) During contact with plants, increased alpha waves  
   Assoc'd w/creativity, innovation, making connections 
   Which gardening activity/ies are most calming? 
 
 
 B.  Physical release of frustration, anger. Negativity dissipates. 
   My son is doing physical work?! 
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III. What to do in a garden to build family, unity 
 A. Encourage: 
  1) Model things that come naturally  
   Child's unique laugh, grandfather's greeting 
   A mix: generations, abled/disabled, skills, ethnic groups 
   What a joy, to preserve the garden tales & folklore 
   I know folklore about the plant _____________________. 
 
 
  2) Variety in plants and garden features: mental stimulation  
   To say nothing of the books, videos, websites that go with! 
 
  3) Higher life forms: insects, birds, small mammals, amphibians  
   Or else a garden is just one person's eccentricity 
 
  4) Curiosity and enthusiasm  
   Don't be hung up over changes, impact, deviation 
   Experiments work, by their very existence 
   Spontaneity is encouraged where curiosity is free 
 B. Use it! 
  1) As a setting  
   Memories & photos become more rich 
   Incorporate destinations, paths 
   Offer retreats and social areas 
  Sometimes people find peace walking in a sunny meadow or sitting  
  by a stream in the woods. Sometimes the same setting can be  
  disturbing, even frightening. What conditions or details of the  
  situation contribute to make it more peaceful? 
 
  2) To memorialize important times  
   Have ceremonies, rituals 
   Keep plants in their place: no hang-up over plants dying! 
   A gardening ceremony/ritual/tradition my family knows is  
   _____________________________________________ 
 
  3) For explanations, metaphor and philosophy  
   "Birds and bees" 
   To stimulate all 5 senses 
   Stories of life and death 
 
  4) Make the flowers, fruits and plants a part of indoor life, too  
   Decoration, food , medicine, gifts 
 
  5) To build self-esteem, yours and others' 
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 C. Build unity in the family by being there in the garden with them 
  1) Display your style and habits, accept others  
   My daughter's "weed gardens" and primrose 
  2) Share what you know and what you grow  
   Your disappointments, too 
  3) Don't make it just a chore 
  4) Never make it a personal contest 
  For me, a garden is not complete unless  
  _________________________________________ 
 
 
IV. Watch around you for how the community grows 
 A. The history of lawn in America!  
  Dedicated  band of people, a model & beautification incentives  
  Supply and demand kicked in, money for turf research  
  Is the model changing again? 
 
 B. Gardens "in back" until the 80's 
  Did revival of front porches beget gardens or vice versa? 
  Did you grow up in a neighborhood where you could peak over  
  fences to see - even sample!  - the gardens within? What grew there  
  that kept you coming back?  
 
 
 C. More green, less graffiti, more life  
  Amount of plantings higher, amount of vandalism less 
 
 D. Shared interests  
  Interesting progression, "Silent Spring" to bio pest control co.'s 
 
 E. Unfortunate move to "fast" and "now" is alarming in landscapes  
  Unrealistic media-based perfection in gardens worrisome, too 
 What garden or landscape trend would you like to see catch on? 
 
 What trend would you like to see fade away? 
 


